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THE MARK OF CUTTING 
EDGE & EXCELLENT 
SERVICES AND 
SOARING PROGRESS

Avjet Routing ITP’s logo consists of two triangles ressembling a kite 
represents the two founder of the company.  It is slightly rotated to 
the right to signify soaring and progress of the company over the 
years. Sharp and pointed edges replicates the cutting edge perfor-
mance and professionalism of the company.

The Kite mark is independent and can solely represent the 
company given that accompanying company name is visible 
anywhere in the material. 
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PRIMARY
LOGOTYPE

When there is no company name in any other texts present it is 
advisable to use the primary logotype with “Avjet Routing 
International Trip Planning”. The precise position and proportion of all 
the logotype elements are fixed and must always be reproduced in 
the set relationship shown

Kite with Avjet Routing text
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LOGO
VARIATIONS

Avjet Routing ITP’s master color is Dark 
Purple, on a background of white or gray.

Master Color

To maintain legibility, when putting logo in 
darker background, reversed color is 
required. Logo is filled with white.

Flexible Color (Reverse)

When space is limited, Kite can be placed 
before the company name to form the 
horizontal logotype

Limited Space
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USAGE

Always use master artwork when reproducing the Avjet 
Routing logotype. It should never be recreated under 
any circumstances. Always ensure that you are using the 
correct artwork for any application.

Master Artwork

Kite should occupy the space of the company name in 
case it is used alone. 

Proportions

Comparison
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50px

50px



USAGE

To preserve the legibility of the logo there is 9square 
border on every edge of the logo. 

Specific measures are taken as x dimension taken from 
the proportion of the logo must be followed when 
creating the live-area around the logo.

White Background live Area

Live Area 

Live Area & Border
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BLACK &
WHITE MODE

In applications with limited to
black and white, Purple color can 
be converted to black, grey to white.

Limited Ink Printing
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LOGOTYPE
MINIMAL
PRINTING SIZE

In printing and embroidering, Avjet 
Routing International Trip Planning 
Logotype’s minimum size is as per the 
image on the right.
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2 cm

4 cm

4 cm

0.95 cm

2.35 cm

2.51 cm



LOGOTYPE
INCORRECT
USAGES (A)

For examples of incorrect background, 
the examples below show incorrect 
alterations and color usage of the Avjet 
Routing International Trip Planning Logo. 
Always use approved electronic artwork, 
and follow the usage specification in this 
manual.

Never alter the logo to be
larger or smaller than the 
approved artwork.

Never rotate the Kite 
symbol. It should maintain 
the same angle from the 
approved artwork

Never change the thickness 
of outlines of the Logo Kite 
Symbol. 
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Never alter the shape of 
the logo kite symbol from 
the approved artwork.



LOGOTYPE
INCORRECT
USAGES (B)

For examples of incorrect background, 
the examples on the right show incorrect 
alterations and color usage of the Avjet 
Routing International Trip Planning Logo. 
Always use approved electronic artwork, 
and follow the usage specification in this 
manual.
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Never alter the AVRITP 
logotype to be larger or 
smaller than the approved 
artwork

Never alter the space or shape 
between the AVJET and ROUTING and 
the wording of the AVRITP 
logotype-always use approved 
electronic artwork.

Never use an underline or stroke
around any elements of the AVRITP
symbol or logotype.

Never alter the shape of 
the AVRITP symbol from 
the approved artwork.



LOGOTYPE
INCORRECT
USAGES (C)

For examples of incorrect background, 
the examples on the right show incorrect 
alterations and color usage of the Avjet 
Routing International Trip Planning Logo. 
Always use approved electronic artwork, 
and follow the usage specification in this 
manual
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Never alter the AVRITP 
logotype to be larger or 
smaller than the approved 
artwork.

Never alter the space or shape 
between the AVJET and ROUTING and 
the wording of the AVRITP 
logotype-always use approved 
electronic artwork.

Never use an underline or stroke
around any elements of the AVRITP
symbol or logotype.

Never alter the shape of 
the AVRITP symbol from 
the approved artwork.



LOGOTYPE INCORRECT USAGES (D) www.avjetrouting.com13

Never change the color of AVRITP 
symbol into anything other than the 
AVRITP Dark purple, and White.

Never outline the elements of the 
AVRITP symbol from the approved 
artwork.

Never reproduce the AVRITP logo on 
a background that is too complex or 
bad images



TYPO
GRAPHY
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PRIMARY
AA ZZ 123
MONTSERRAT REGULAR

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

!”£$%^&*() 0123456789

Use this font for big headings and titles. Montsettrat 
complements the logo and exudes professionalism. It is 
highly legibile and draws attention because of its 
angular features.

Montserrat Regular
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SECONDARY
AA ZZ 123
PT SANS NARROW

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

!”£$%^&*() 0123456789

Use this font for body. This font complements the 
bolder but sleek headlines. This font saves space 
because its compact but still legible.

PT SANS NARROW
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HEADLINE
ONE

PT Sans Narrow -Regular

Principal body copy paragraph style. Lorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod 
tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut 
enim ad minim veniam, quis n

Montserrat - Regular

Headline Two

Product Names 
& Pull Quotes

PT Sans Narrow - Bold

PT Sans Narrow - Regular
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COLOR
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WHITE
PANTONE 000C

BOLD, CLEAN
SHARP, SIMPLE

Dark purples are traditionally associated with wealth 
and royalty, while lighter purples (like lavender) are 
considered more romantic. In design, dark purples can 
give a sense wealth, luxury and professionalism.

In most cases, white is seen as a neutral background color 
and other colors, even when used in a smaller proportion, 
are the colors that convey the most meaning in a design. 
Use white to signify cleanliness, purity or softness
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DARK PURPLE
Pantone2695 C



WhiteName

PANTONE 000CPantone

255/255/255RGB

#FFFFFFWeb

Dark PurpleName

PANTONE 2695CPantone

46/26/76RGB

#2E1A46Web

WHITE
PANTONE 000C

PRIMARY
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DARK PURPLE
Pantone2695 C



Lighter Purple

PANTONE P9815 C

60/34/94

3C225E

SECONDARY
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Violet

PANTONE P8916 C

106/9/102

6A0966

Magenta

PANTONE P818C

170/0/114

AA0072

Hot Pink

PANTONE P657 C

239/72/113

EF4871

Yellow Ochre

PANTONE P177C

251/174/66

FBAE42

Cream

PANTONE 102 C

255/230/180

FFE6B4



SIGNATURE
VISUAL ELEMENT

As a main visual reference to Avjet 
Routing International Trip Planning the 
image on the right is used as a deco-item 
in many AVRITP appearances, applica-
tions, made with different kite shapes 
and filled with the secondary colors.
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IMAGERY
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The First Level

There are different levels of imagery, they can be used to 
show hierarchy in the story to tell or emphasize different 
aspects.  The first level can be seen as an intro and can be 
used on covers, banners or any high visibility items. 

It will be bold background color with a composite image. 
(Achieved by combining different images in a realistic 
manner) so it will give a strong but creative message that 
can catch any viewers attention.



IMAGERY
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The Second Level

The second level is about the industry, professionalism and 
business aviation. It reveals the context of the company. It 
shows Avjet Routing International Trip Planning in depth in 
the aspects of business aviation and cutting edge aviation 
services.

This image can be use as decorative images on a layout. It 
can be as used as a background on brochures and other 
prints.
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Third level image is a more creative play of 
secondary colors. These images display a 
more abstract rendition of Avjet Routing 
Intenational Trip Planning services.

These images can be used in platforms that 
requires lively and fun. ambience and look.

Third Level Image
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Primary
Visual Element

Business Card

2

Big Kite 
Logo Symbol

4

Position3

Logo Header1

Contact Information
& Address5

Website6

5
Gold Foil Print
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Primary
Visual Element

Letterhead

2
Logo Header1

Contact Info, 
Address
and Website

3

STATIONARIES



www.avjetrouting.com30 A4 Envelope

Primary
Visual Element

2

Hotline, Address
and Website

3

Logo Header1
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Marketing Image

Envelopes

2

Full Horizontal Logo1

Can be changed
dynamically in the

server

Size is responsive to
different platforms such as 

Mobile, Pc Outlook and Gmail

Contact Info, 
Address
Social Media
and Website

3
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Secondary 
Image/ Colors

Short Envelope

Outside Inside

2 Full Vertical Logo1



PRINT
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Image 2
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Image 2
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Slogan & 
Impression- Strip

Portrait Advertisement
1

Composite
Image

2

Logo Signature Header3

Marketing/Subject
Text

60% Main 
Brand Color

40%  Subject Image

4

Hotline and 
Website

5



PRINT
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Slogan & 
Impression- Strip

Square Advertisement

1

Logo Signature
Footer

3

Marketing /Subject Text4

Subjec Focus
Image

60% Main 
Brand Color

40%  Subject Image

2

Hotline and 
Website

5
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Advertisement Samples
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ONLINE
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Logo
Profile Photo

1

Second Logo2

Cover Photo3

Marketing 
Tagline

5
Hotline,
Email &
Website

5

Facebook profile

7
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Brand Color Corporate  Posts

ONLINE



Brand Color Corporate  Posts

ONLINE
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Non Brand Color Corporate  Posts
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Full Marketing Posts

Announcements

Slogan & 
Impression- Strip

1

Composite
Image

3

Logo Signature Header2

Marketing/Subject
Text

60% Image Subject

10% Logo Header

30%  Text Body

4
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8 Brand Color Inside2
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Primary
Visual Element

Envelopes

2

Full Horizontal Logo1

Logo Kite Pin3
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Full Vertical Logo1

Primary Visual
Element

3

Brand Color Dark Purple2

PROMOTIONS
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